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Mr. Chairman, members of the Association, ladies and gen 

As I view the situation in Virginia today I am reminded of tha&darkey 

church that had slowed up considerably in its endeavors toward/*b&' v 

saving of souls in the comrcunity and of the efforts of the tts^^^ftho "* 

had jurisdiction over it, to prod it into greater religious aoitivitjr- &-

i' " * 5 

She bishop felt very strongly that something ought to be done about | <• 

it, and having given the church itself every opportunity to âeftn--
itself, he finally concluded that if anything was to be done he 

-would have to do it himself, so he planned a aeries of revival jneetings* 

At the first meeting he wased eloquent as to what should be done and 

vjhen he got to the first point he averred that "this church has got 

to crawl1*, and one of the influential pillars of the church en the 

front seat said, nAraen, let the church crawl*. The bishop waxed a little 

warmer and declared "this church has got to walk", "ton", said tho 

brother, "let this church walk*. A little n&ile later the bishop said, 

"brothers and sisters^ this church has got to run"* *Amen, let this 

church run° came the response* And pretty soon the bishop, in hia 

zeal, Ramped about two feet off the floor, and proclainsed "brothara and 

sisters this church am got to fly*. "Amen^ let the church fly* ̂  fTOia 
the brother on the front seat* 3he bishop thought the time was ripe for the final declaration* "Brothers and sisters9 he said, *if this 
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church groins fly it done goi, to nave money" - to which not only tfce 

brother on the front seat, but the whole congregation assembled, 

responded heartily, "Amen, let this church walk** 

Now, I should like, in the lindted time I can talk to you 

this morning, at least to obtain a response favorable to seme 

action midway between the church flying and the church crawling or 

walking - perhaps the church running, or at least getting along at 

a fox trot* I know that my place on the program was to talk to you 

about the co-operation of the ̂ federal Government, or the interest of 

Uncle Sam in State road work. But, I think perhaps I can spend th© 

tine taore profitably in talking to you about some phases of the 

general road situation, not only in Virginia, but in the whole 

United States, and in developing the lesson, as ! see it, that we 

should get from the situation as it exists* 

I think it is well u ^ r stood what the situation ls« Convinced 

of the economic wisdom of improving our highways we have set our hands 

to the labor of building up a system of roads - State by State and 

county by county and the country as a whole. But just now there seems 

to be a period of hesitation or reluctance on. the part of the ;public 

to carry the responsibility of continuing the work that has been 

well begun to its logical corclusion - the provision of an adequate 

system of highways for the ever increasing highway traffic. She 

suggestion is made in sone quarters 1hat vse have gone far enough in 

building highways, and rrany other equally thoughtless: cesuaents and 

criticisms are more or less corsraon. Having agreed that what ihe 

church needs is to fly we have b3enq.uic3c to respond, slet it walk", 



the m o E s n t the responsibility begins to make itself felt* 

It is precisely this typically American trait that is at the 

root of the greatest difficulties faced by highway officials today -

the unwillingness on the part of the public, first, to ascertain 

the determining facts in the highway situation and, having done so, 

to use these facts as a guic.a governing the course of action until 

*he desired objective - a n improved system of roads - is reached* 

To build these highways that are well high universally desired 

there is need of labor, material, organisation, contractors, engineers, 

transportation of materials - all of which mean money- If we really 

want adequate highway service that money is absolutely ̂essential. 

•And yet it seems more than difficult to obtain from* the public a general 

understanding of the tremendous effort that must be made in every State 

and in all the States to carry o n the construction and maintenance of 

a sufficient mileage of highways to give adequate service. 

Those in responsible charge of the road work in the States and 

federal Goverrtaent are making a serious effort to bring before the 

public a full statsasant of the need and a fair and complete disclosure 

of their activities in meeting the need« They are endeavoring tc 

make perfectly plain the principles by which they are governed, and the 

reasons for the course of action they are following- And, all too 

frequently, this policy of openness and sincerity is taken advantage 

of, and the information so £reely disclosed becomes the basis of 

attacks, unfair, unjust, and viciously destructive. 

It is surprising that such attacks are credited by thinking 

people• She medical quack who would deny all the experience, studios 

and research of the medical profession which, year by year, have 



developed into what i s now the modern science of medicine and surgery 

would have no following among the thinking publ ic- I t i s the sane 

with the law. Society has secured for i t s e l f freedom of ac t ion , 

protect ion cf l i f e and property after long years during which pr in 

c i p l e s were l a i d down one by 02© to .form the structure we c a l l the 

law; and we do not l i g h t l y abandon a s i n g l e pr inc ip l e . So also the 

future of highway bui lding in Virginia as well as every other State 

w i l l prosper or f a i l to prosper in the proportion that i t fo l lows 

or f a i l s to follow and put into force and e f f e c t those principles 

which have been brought out of the experience of the past . 

I t has taken a long tin© and the road building e f for t s - successes 

and mistakes - of many S ta tes , to c r y s t a l l i s e these pr inc ip le s , but 

they are now so c l e a r l y establ ished that he who would deny them s imply 

betrays h i s own lack cf understanding of the d e f i n i t e progress which 

has been made in the science of highway administration, operation 

and f inancing. 

It was for the purpose of encouraging the general adoption of 

1hese pr inc ip les that the Federal Government in -19l6, nade i t s f i r s t 

appropriation, for road building- 3ha law i s not an arbitrary s e t - o f 

ru le s and regulat ions , but rather a c lear-cut de l ineat ion of the 

pr inc ip l e s which have proved successful i n appl icat ion over a period , . 

of 30 years . Shese pr inc ip les have not only proved successful i n th©-; v 

States where they have been in e f f e c t for the longest period; they 

have proved, i n fac t the only methods that w i l l insure a cont inui ty 

of successful administration of the highways and produce both n e w . 

construct ion and continuous maintenance suited to the needs of any; S^t©;. 



One of these principles, clearly established by experience, is 

that the economic development of the country calls for roads of four :
: 

classes- Whether they are recognized as such or not there are roads 

of the four classes in every State and these classes are: First, the 

interstate roads; second, the roais which are of importance to a whole 

State; third, the roads of county-wide importance; and fourth the local 

roads or roads which serve only one small ccsmunity. As I say, the 

development of the country has already brought into existence roads of 

the four classes, ard it is a first principle of proper highway adminis

tration to recognize the difference that exists. The roads should be 

grouped in their proper classes and the duty of constructing and .main

taining each class should be acknowledged and accepted by the proper 

governmental unit. It is not right to expect, as we not infrequently 

have expected, the county to bear the expense of a highway which is 

actually of greater importance to the State than.the county* 

The existence of roads of interstate importance has been recognize* 

by the federal Highway Act and provision has been made for the segrega

tion of such roads into an integral system, not exceeding in mileage 

seven per cent of the total road mileage of the States, upon which funds 

appropriated by the Federal Government are to be spent in aid of 

construction. 

The interstate and State systems will generally be coincident, 

although probably not co-extensive but there will generally he a clear 

line of demarcation between the State and County roads and the county 

and local roads* 



There follows from the acceptance of such a classification the 

necessity for the establishment cf an adequate State highway organiza

tion to take over the duty of building and maintaining the roads which 

are peculiarly the interest of Ihe State, and this is another of the 

principles, developed through years of experience, that is recognized 

and given the force of law by the Federal Aid iseasure-

Now it is carrying the logic of the analysis only one step farther 

.to set up as a third fuudarcental principle the idea that ths roads, 

which are of importance -io the State as a whole and which the State has 

provided an organization to administer, should be built and maintained 

with State funds derived from ths citizens of the States at large* 

This.principle also, has been adopted by the States which have recorded 

the greatest progress in highway development; but, in seme States, it 

meets with resistance ar5.sing out of the conception, of local self-

government and the "lied tat ion of local responsibility to the improve

ment of local conditions, Ihors is actually no conflict with the 

institution of local self-government * On the contrary this principle 

recognizes what I take to be an &ziom of political econony: That 

improvements which borefit equally more than one locality or govern

mental unit should not be held to be the ohligabion of any one locality. 

The counties and smaller units have a gx-eat responsibility- Ihero is 

imposed upon them the burden of maintaining the 90 per cent of all roads 

which are solely of local benefit. It is not right to expect them to 

build the main roads of the State which lie within their borders when, 

as is often the case, such roads afford greater service to coouninities 

outside of the county borders than to the county itself* It is not fair 
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to exhaust the credit of the counties by expecting them to pay for 

roads the income from which will return only in part, in small p^rt, 

perhaps, to their citizens* 

het L B illustrate my point by referring to a certain county I 

know of, a county - not in this State - which is situated in a valley, 

surrounded by mountains. In order to obtain an outlet it bondsd itself 

to the very limit and spent every cent of the money on a main line of 

highway. Its money spent and its credit exhausted, this county now 

finds itself with a road running through the center of it, but with no 

connection on either end, and there is no possibility of making these 

connections unless the State takes over the responsibility* ihe road 

is really a part of the main highway in that part of the State and 

it is the State1 s duty to take it over, reimburse the county for the 

money spent and connect it with the adjoining counties- It is hot fair 

to place this burden on the county- It is not fair* 

This principle was not included in the original federal Aid Road 

Act, but it is now embodied in fee Federal Highwav Act, and hereafter 

it will be required of every State as a condition precedent to tke 

granting of aid by the Federal Government that the State shall provide 

State funds under the control of its highway department to pay the 

State1 s part of the cost of constructing the Federal -said, roads and to 

maintain them perpetually when completed. 

When, in recognition cf these established principles, the highways 

have been classified according to use and a State highway organisation, 

provided with State funds, has been created to care for the Cons traction 

of the State roads, whan tbe individual counties have thus been treedof'•• 
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the "burden of providing for tbe more expensive roads which are the concern 

of the entire State, the next problem is to determine the rate at which 

the improvement of all systems is to go forward, and in this there Is 

involved directly the problem of financing the improvements-

But here let me say that there is this principle that may be set 

down as inevitable: That until a State has completed the back bone of 

its trunk line system with suitably paved or surfaced highways, tho rate 

of construction should be independent of the source of the revenue or the 

method of payment, and should be limited only by the physical handicaps im

posed by the available supply of labor and materials- Only by accepting 

this principle can the ultimate cost of the highways and their service 

be reduced. Sbr, in a State like Virginia, the use of the principle high

ways is so extensive that the people pay for adequate highways whether 

they have them or not, and they pay less if they have torn than if they 

have not. !Ehis statement can be very readily proved by considering 

the difference in the one item of fuel for motor vehicles on Unimproved 

and improved highways* 

Here is an example taken from an industrial section. She recent 

traffic counts made by the Bureau of Public Roads in Connecticut and 

I*assachuset ta, taken in October which is an average traffic month, 

show an average traffic passing each of four stations of 11^0 tons of 

conrnodities per day of nine hours- Adding one-third, as a very con

servative estimate for the full day, we have 1520 gross tons daily 

commodity movement, which Includes the weight of the coraaodity and 

the carrying vehicle. How, from figures based on experiments con

ducted by the Iowa Experiment Station, assuming gasoline to cost 2*t-



cents per gallon, the cost of fual alone for moving this tonnage 

over an ordinary dirt road would be $26.per mile per day, 

assuming the impossible, that such traffic could be carried over a 

dirt road. The cost of fuel for moving the same tonnage over a paved 

road would be $ 1 1 . 7 0 , a difference of $lU.yk per day. On the basis 

of 300 days per year the actual saving in fuel alone for moving this 

tonnage would be $l+f022. Suppose the paved highway costs $4-0,000 

per mile. The average interest at 5 per cent would then be-$1000;per 

year, which, deducted from the saving on fuel, would leave a balance 

which would retire tbe cost of the road in a little over 11 years. 

Here are the astonishing figures of the cost of an Improved 

highway, constructed at prices which are above what we believe will 

be the general average of such costs, and the saving in fuel con

sumption alone on the corarcodlty traffic,is sufficient to pay fha 

cost of the construction, and the tremendous passenger traffic is 

carried, on this basis, free of cost. 

With such facts as these before us, I think it must- te agreed ; 

that until the trunk line systems are completed there can be no 

debate as to the wisdom of providing money for their construction. 

Ihe question is: Are we going to pay for highways and get them or 

will we pay for them and not have them? There can be oi&y one answer 

to that question. 

But X do not mean to say that all highways, even of the trunk 

linjs system, should be paved- 3he type of improvement required is . 

clearly dependent upon the traffic, and If the traffic be known the 

kind of surfacing or pave.ent to be applied or whether to apply any 



surfacing at all will be a relatively simple matter to decide. It 

is merely a matter of balancing the aggregate saving in cost of 

operation, which is a product of the number of vehicles and the 

reduction in operating cost made possible by the various tyjes of 

surface, against the costs of the several types of improvement. For 

any particular traffic density the economic type is that which can 

be paid for ̂ ith the savings in operating cost accruing from the 

improvement* No road should be improved to an extent in excess of its 

earning capacity; but all roads should be developed to the highest 

degree consistent with the return in the form of traffic economies. 

Fortunately, we are not limited to any type of improvement. Our 

problem is to provide economical transportation, and in doing so we 

must resort to every material and every practice that can be utilised 

to obtain the end desired-

Nor do I mean to imply that every hiĝ svay should be brought a* 

once to its final state of improvement- We must keep always in mind 

that the amount of construction possible in any State is necessarily 

restricted by the physical limits of labor and material available. 

But in a St^te as large as Virginia there are miles upon miles of road 

tc be improved, and every mile in an unimproved condition entails a 

reducible expense to the traffic that uses it. The ideal solution 

would be to improve all such roads at once, raising each to the state 

of improvement justified by its traffic, but this it is physically 

impossible to do. Bfcat, then, is the better course to pursue: To confine 

all attention to a few roads each year, leaving ail others in a totally 

urumproved condition, or to extend the mileage treated and develop a 

whole system progressively by stages? T7e have learned by experience 



that the stage-improvement plan is the better- It- is the only plan 

that has been successful in such a large State as Virginia, and we 

have recognised the wisdom of It hy advancing Federal Aid funds for 

improvements of this character* There will be certain roads of course, 

so important from the staridpcint of traffic that they must be singled 

out for complete improvement at once t but generally speaking, the 

greater return will follow the simultaneous upbuilding of an entire 

system. In one State, with vsfolch I am very familiar the applica

tion of this method has made it possible to i^rove 1500 miles of 

secondary roads, surfaced with material available locally, which will 

last for a period of from fi^s to ten years and which, will greatly 

facilitate traffic during this period on the entire mileage improved* 

If the same resources had bean applied to Ihe construction of paved 

roads they would have produced only some 150 to 200 ciles of pavement 

and the balance of the mileage would remain entirely unimproved* 

I think there is no Question that toa-improvement of the trunk 

line system should be carried into effect as rapidly as physical 

limitations will perm5.t, and I have said that this should be done 

regardless of the methods of financing adopted; but I do not mean to 

imply that I regard the methods of. financing as unimportant-

let us consider briefly the principles of financing. In the 

first place, it seems to me that there are only three sources of revenue, 

and whatever money is needed must come from one or more of fees. One 

is the road user, from whom revenue cay be derived in the form of 
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third is income. Then there axe jvst two methods of expending the 

money derived from these sources, either "by the pay-as-you-go plan 

or the deferred payment plan, which means a bond issue* Now, it 

seems to me that it is entirely possible, by following certain well 

known principles to firance a progressive program of highway improvement 

in this or any other State which will be acceptable to all parties. 

' The first of these principles which I would lay before you 

is this! 

That the total cash expenditures, in each State, for highway 

purposes shall be considered as the annual highway budget. 

You are building State roads and county roads and local roads, 

and the money to pay for all of them is derived finally from the saae 

people. This being the case, unless you consider the financial needs 

of all classes of roads in preparing your highway budget, you are very 

apt to pile up an expense sfoich it will be impossible to meet without 

excessive taxation. In this connection there is a lesson to be drawn 

from your own experience* In planning the financing of your State 

sjstem you are meeting with opposition to the issuance of bonds, but the 

fact is apparently entirely overlooked that you are issuing bonds, and 

issuing them in considerable amounts* Since 1 9 1 1 the State has issued 

$lU,O00,OO0 in bonds thrc-û i the counties and practically all of these 

bonds are outstanding* Moreover, practically all of them are of the 

sinking-fund type, the most expensive type, end practically all of them 

have been issued to help build a State system for which the State ought 

to take the sole responsibility with fee help it gets from the Sederal 
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If this policy is continued SOBCO of these counties that are 

issuing "bonds will find themselves in the position of that county to 

which I have referred- With fiieir credit exhausted and their people 

already taxed to the limit to build State roads they will be unable 

to perform their proper functions with regard to the county roads. 

The only way to prevent such a situation from developing is to pro

vide the means with which the State may take over the responsibility 

-which properly belongs to it. And the business-like say to proceed 

is to recognize at the outset this first principle of successful 

financing which I have enunciated, set up a comprehensive budget wfcich 

will cover the work for the year on all classes of roads and which will 

be adjusted to the people*s ability to pay, 

For the purpose of securing efficiency all expenditures on all 

systems should be correlated under engineering and economic super

vision; and the order, character and extent of the improvements made 

upon the several systems should depend upon the relative future traffic 

requirements- Ihe attainment of these objects implies the creation 

of a budgetary authority to supervise all highway expenditures in 

the State, and such an authority should, in my opinion, be created. 

•Jhere is this fact also that we must constantly bear in mind: 

That the expenditure for highways is only a portion of tbe necessary 

public expenditure* We cannot take all the income from public revenue 

and devote it to highways. There are educational institutions to be 

maintained and there are other public functions that require money 

for their proper performance; and it may therefore be taken as another 

fundamental principle that the annual highway budget should ./...;:>•>*/; 



be adjusted to the relative neoda tcr other public purposes* 

The revenues derived from various sources must he sufficient to 

cover all these nseds, and the portion allotted to highway Ssaprove-

ment must not he out of proportion to the relative need for highways* 

But in this connection it should be added that all revenue secured 

from motor vehicles or road users should be set a side for highway 

purposes. 

Uow, if the highway program, planned and administered as I 

have described entails an expeniit-jre greater than can be met with 

current funds without diverting money from other necessary purposes, 

the only recourse is tc issue bonds, for I will remind you again 

that to fail to prosecute the work of highway improvement as rapidly 

as physical limitations will permit is merely to shoulder the in

escapable expense in the form of greater operating costs for vehicles, 

a form in which it will bs greater than if it is assumed as a road 

construction cost. 

Exactly what; part of the cost of the jsrogram can properly 

be deferred is perhaps a debatable question* That is to say, there: 

is a debatable middle ground -where it Is difficult to define -She 

policy that may be pursued with propriety. Shore is no Question 

that certain parts of the construction cost nay be deferred wi thout 

reasonable objection? for examplef the costs of the grade and•: 

drainage structures which are practically permanent intprovsments. : 

On the other hand, there is no question that maintenance charges 

as they are ordinarily defined should net be met with borrowed money. 

But In between these two fixed points of policy there is doubtful 
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ground wherein it is difficult to ̂ udge offhand as to the soundness 

of deferring payment. The principal doubt arises over the financing 

of the cost of the pavement; and it seems to me that the solution of 

this doubt rests entirely with the character of the maintenance- It 

is probably the merest platitude to say that unless the roads are 

maintained year by year - it matters not how well they are built -

the investment in them will gradually be dissipated and the roads 

themselves will never give the service that they should be expected 

to give. Perfect maintenance, on the other hand, absolutely guarantees 

the integrity of the original investment, assures continuous service 

and converts what would otherwise be a liability into an asset. 

The State of Ifew York has been severely criticised by a great 

many people because it issued several years ago $100,000,000 in bonds* 

Yet, I say to you that the highways purchased with that borrowed money 

are now worth probably twice $100,000,000 in actual replacement value. 

I think that Is a very conservative statement; and, in addition tho 

people of the State have had the service of the roads all these years* 

A lot of these roads are now being rebuilt, and it is true that the 

bonds issued have not been retired, but that does not mean that the 

people of the State will continue from now on to pay for an improve

ment feat no longer exists as has been erroneously stated* 9he 

grades remain Intact, and much even of the surfacing material remains 

to form the basis of the renewed surface. For example, on their 

macadam roads, originally surfaced twelve to fourteen -feet In width, 

they are reshaping the surfacing material, drawing it toward fee 

center to form a strip from 6 to g feet wide and adding an eight-foot 
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strip of concrete on each, side to form a pavement 22 to 2k feet wldo 

and the cost of the finished construction has been just about the 

average cost of an IS foot coixrete road. So I repeat that whether 

you are to proceed on a. pay-as-you-go policy or with funds derived 

from a bond issue is absolutely dependent upon the degree of pro

tection you give the investment by maintenance. 

Thus far I have not referred to the distribution of the financial 

burden, more than to suggest the sources from which funds may be derived. 

I have preferred to deal with the problem in three distinct parts to 

avoid the confusion which arises when one undertakes to discuss methods 

of payment ard sources of revenue at the same time. I have shown; first, 

that the trunk line system, at least, should be completed as rapidly 

as possible, regardless of the method of payment adopted or the sources 

from which the funds are obtained and that ifcshould be limited only by 

the physical factors of labor and materials available; second, that the 

method of deferred payment is the logical resort when the funds necessary 

to carry on the requisite program are greater than may be obtained 

without undue burden from current tax collections. How I am going to 

add that these points of policy will remain unchanged regardless of the 

distribution of the cost. Whether funds are obtained by taxation of 

property or road users should not affect the rate of improvement 

(at least for trunk line roads) and it has nothing to do with the method 

of payment adopted. I should like to emphasize that because you are 

being urged to adopt a gasoline tax in lieu of a bond issue, and I 

want you to understand that they are not alternatives- She one is a 

method of raising money; the other is a method of payment-, ibid as I 
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hare already shown, your deeieica a* to whether you will pay-ft#*ycai#<g©-
or defer the parent is dependent only upon the relation of the nec

essary rate of expenditure to the rate at which it is expedient to 

attempt to raise the money hy taxation, regardless of the kind of 

taxation. 

Now, viewing the problem of raising money as a separate matter 

there is ore very definite principle that will aid you in determining 

upon a wise policy. Concisely stated, it is this: That the cost of 

building and maintaining an adequate system of highways should be dis

tributed in equitable relation to the benefits derived. 

I wish to develop this point very clearly and enumerate the 

various benefits derived because there is a tendency to saddle too 

much of the original cost of construction upon road users* 

First and most important are the general benefits to society, 

such as the influences on education, recreation, health, the national 

defense, the postal service, living and distribution costs. In these, 

our general benefits, every man shares whether he rides in an auto

mobile or not* Every one remembers the absolutely indispensable part 

played by the highways during the war* It is self evident that the 

efficiency of the rural free delivery postal service is dependent 

absolutely upon the condition of the roads. No one is so out of touch 

with developBonts in modern educational methods as not to know that 

the progress of rural education depends upon the displacement of the 

one-room school house by the centralized graded school and that this 

development in turn is dependent upon the improvement of the roads* 
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tTha advantage of improved road* iR waking possible prompt medical 1 

: attention in case of sickness is too well understood to be argued over. 

And so with the benefits that are derived by the farmer through in

creased participation in the facilities for recreation afforded by the 

town and the city and the general influence of the roads upon living 

ani distribution costs. It is only necessary to mention these benefits 

for every one to realise how great an influence they have upon the 

lives of all of us. 

A second important group is made up of the special benefits, such 

as those to agriculture, manufacturers, labor, railroads, waterways, 

mining and forestry. Without roads there could be no agricultural 

development at all* Without roads there would be practically no freight 

for railroads and ships to transport* 3he need for roads to develop 

and protect our forests is so well understood that, as a nation, we 

are expending large sums of money for that special purpose* She ad

vantage to manufacturers is two-fold — the roads facilitate the 

acquisition of raw material and aid in the distribution of the manu- _ 

factored product. It is not necessary to go further in the devslopmant 

of the argument. It needs but a- little reflection to convince one 

that every "branch of industry is benefited directly because roads are 

built and maintained, and it follows that the economic improvement of 

the roads must increase these benefits* 

The benefit to property Is well understood, and the benefit to 

the road user is direct and obvious. 

Now I say this: Shat all these benefits must be taksn into 

consideration in making the assessment for the construction and 
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maintenance of the roads. It is not fair to lay upon any one class, a 

part of the cost disproportionate to the benefits it receives- And I 

will go further and say that when you are voting for highway bonds, it 

is not wise to obligate all the money that can be derived by taxation 

of the road user to pay the interest charges and retire the bonds. 

You will need money to maintain the roads when they are built J and it 

is especially; appropriate to devote the money raised by taxation of the 

road user to this purpose, for two. reasons! First, because it will be 

raised In direct proportion to the use of the roads and therefore in 

proportion to tha need for maintenance; and second, because, once the" rate 

is fixed, the return will be automatic, thereby assuring a continuing 

source of revenue for maintenance, which to be efficient, must be con

tinuous » 

I do not mean to say that no part of -fee revenue raised by tarn-; 

tion of the road user should be devoted to construction, but merely 

that from it there should first be set aside an amount sufficient to 

pay for maintenance and that the total revenue derived from this source 

should not be out of proportion to the benefits derived from the direct : 

use of the roads. If a balance of such funds, fairly raised, remains 

after the maintenance requirements have been provided for, there can 

be no objection to applying it to construction* 

The wide variation in the present status of highway development 

in the several States prevents the adoption of a uniform policy for 

securing the funds necessary to the annual highway budget and expending 

these funds* Generally speaking, however these principles may be 

enunciated* 
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(a) States ir. the initial stage of hi^iway development showtld 

Issue bonds to defer that portion of the annual charge for construction 

which would overburden either property or the road user* 

(b) States where original construction programs are well under 

way, can, in the main, finance further expenditures for construction by 

bond issues -.idovcted to deferring the cost of special projects-

(c) States where original construction is practically completed 

are concerned chiefly with maintenance and reconstruction and should /••: 

depend on current funds, save in cases cf emergency. 

(d) She maintenance of Interstate and State roads should be a 

charge against the road user. 

(e) Roads serving a purely local purpose will generally require 

only light upkeep and this should properly be a charge against the 

adjacent property, which in this case is the first and often the only 

beneficiary, 

(f) No road should ever be improved to an extent in excess of Its 

earring capacity. The return to the public in the form of economic 

transportation is the sole measure of the worth of such fcaprovajoenta*-,-^vr; 

Mr. Chairman, I am afraid I have already talked too long* I had 

intended to say more about the federal-aid program In the State, but I have 

really bo en more interested In developing these principles, which, It 

seems to me, should be of special interest to citizens of the State today-

Ton say the people are frightened by ths road. qitiostion. Eben you multiply 

1he cost of a mils of road by SOO or 1000 miles tho figures become so 

large that they say, ftIf it is going to cost tkat much let ua atop before 

we begin". How I have already shown you that there is no possibility of 
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avoiding the cost, because yon will pay for the reads whether you build 

them or not; but let us see whether it is not possible to adopt a system 

of main interstate and intsreoanty roads that will form the backbone 

for your entire road system such that it may be improved in a relatively 

short- tins at a cost that is entirely within the means of the people. 

I have studied the map of the State and, it seems to me, that such a 

system can be selected. As an e sample I have made a selection of a 

number of important roads that compripe a connected system of about 

1000 miles. I have included in it the Bi^biaond-Washington and Richmond-

Newport News roads, the Tee Highway, the Shenandoah Valley road, the 

road from Richmond south to the North Carolina line, the Hichtaond-

Staunton road and the road from lexington to "White Sulphur Springs. 

Perhaps there are other roads that should be added, or substituted. 

Of that I am not certain. I am taking the^e roads merely as an example 

and. they seem to constitute the backbone of the main road system of the 

State, 

There are about 985 males in the system of which about 200 miles 

are already improved, and the cost of improving the remainder I have 

estimated will be about $1S SCCO,000. It is my judgment that these 

figures are somewhere near right; perhaps you might -add two million 

more to the cost, making it $2Q„000,000. Certainly with feat amount 

you ought to be able to complete this backbone of your system- It 

seems to me that in adopting seme such program as this ycu will be 

taking a course midway between flying and walking- X think that 

Virginia ou$at to go forward and complete these roads which ycu need 



most. I am confident that they «r* entirely within tha means O.? 

the State. By Increasing the revenue from the road user and by 

combining the two methods of payment, providing for as much as 

possible by the pay-as-you-go plan and providing the balance by 

issuing bonds, you will be able to build these roads without unduly 

increasing the tax burden* 


